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Immortal Romance Slot by Microgaming. If you are a fan of Vampires then The Immortal Romance slot

by Microgaming, should be right up your dark alley . Romance and Mystery entwine as the reels spin and
the story unfolds. Dark secrets will be revealed as you learn the stories of Amber, Troy, Michael and

Sarah who also award free spins with different features when 3 door knocker Scatters open the
Chamber of Spins. The Wild Desire feature add Wilds to the reels and paytable achievements also
boost winnings. Sit back and enjoy discovering the truth about these creatures of the night . Game

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


Information. Immortal Romance images. Monster slots. House of Fun BetsoftPlay free Theme of the slot
Halloween. Dracula NetEntPlay free Theme of the slot Monster. Dracula’s Blood Bank 1x2 GamingPlay

free Theme of the slot Monster. Dark Joker Rizes YggdrasilPlay free Theme of the slot Monster.
Frankenslot's Monster BetsoftPlay free Theme of the slot Monster. Blood Suckers NetEntPlay free
Theme of the slot Halloween. Demon Jack 27 WazdanPlay free Theme of the slot Monster. Jack

OLantern Vs the Headless Horseman Red Rake GamingPlay free Theme of the slot Halloween. Tower
Quest Play'n GoPlay free Theme of the slot Monster. Haunted House PlaytechPlay free Theme of the slot

Monster. Microgaming Games. Elementals MicrogamingPlay free Theme of the slot Fruit. BrideZilla
MicrogamingPlay free Theme of the slot Different. Alaskan Fishing MicrogamingPlay free Theme of the
slot Sports. The Rat Pack MicrogamingPlay free Theme of the slot Music. Index Hide Show. Spins and
Free Spins Feature The Immortal Romance Symbols and Multipliers Other Bonus Features How to Play

the Immortal Romance Slot. Spins and Free Spins Feature. When 3 or more Scatter Symbols land
anywhere on the 5 reels, they activate the Chamber of Spins Free Spins Feature. There are four bonus
games that each award free spins with an additional bonus feature. Initially only the first will be available
and after 5 further activations, another bonus game will be unlocked: Amber - 10 Free Spins, all wins are
multiplied 5x. This round of free spins can be retriggered and this feature is available from the 1st time

you open the bonus feature Troy - 15 Free Spins with Vampire Bats Feature. Vampire Bats can
randomly turn symbols into 2x or 3x multipliers, a maximum of 6x multiplier can be awarded. This round
cannot be retriggered and this bonus feature is available from the 5th time you open the bonus feature
Michael - 20 Free Spins with Rolling Reels TM where winning combinations burn allowing the symbols
above them to drop down and possibly form new combos. Consecutive wins will increase the multiplier
2x, 3x, 4x or 5x, and the rolling reels award multiple consecutive wins. This game cannot be retriggered
and is available from the 10th time you open the bonus feature Sarah - 25 Free Spins with Wild Vine

Feature. You need to look for the Wild Vine Symbol landing on Reel 3, that randomly transforms up to 14
regular symbols into Wilds. If 2, 3, 4 or 5 Scatter Symbols land again you will win an additional 1, 2, 3, or
4 free spins respectively. This bonus can be retriggered and is available from the 15th time you open the
bonus feature. During free spins, all the bets and payouts are the same as for the spin that activated the

bonus game. You will see the countdown of remaining free spins on the top left of the screen and the total
wins on the top right. The Immortal Romance Symbols and Multipliers. When 3 or more identical symbols

land on neighbouring reels, starting with the first reel, in one of the 243 ways, they will be winning. Only
the highest win per line will be paid. This slot has 6 themed symbols and 4 playing card symbols as well
as a Wild and Scatter. All the multipliers can be found in the paytable and apply to the bet per line. The

Immortal Romance logo is the Wild - it awards its own payouts and can substitute for all symbols except
the Scatter and the payouts for winning combos created with the Wild are doubled The Golden Lion

Door Knocker is the Scatter - its combos can be formed if they land anywhere on the screen and 3 or
more will open the Chamber of Spins. Other Bonus Features. Wild Desire Feature - this can be

activated randomly and turns up to 5 reels Wild. The Wild and Scatter symbols do not appear and free
spins cannot be triggered during this feature. Paytable Achievements - earn these by completing all the
payouts for each symbol. The winning combo´s are only logged if they were created during the regular

game or the Wild Desire Feature and are permanently highlighted in gold on the paytable, even after you
exit and return to the game. Combos created using wilds or during Chamber of Spins bonus games are

not counted. Dark Secrets Revealed - this feature allows you to find out more about each character.
Click on View Pays and under the descriptions of each character´s Free Spins games, you will see the
word Story. Clicking here will reveal more hidden truths about the characters as the saga unfolds. If you

liked the plot of this game and would like to discover more thrilling stories, have a look at our collection of
vampire and monster games that are free to play at NeonSlots. How to Play the Immortal Romance Slot.

On the bottom of the screen you will see a control panel which has all of the controls and information
about the Immortal Romance game powered by Microgaming. Starting from the left you will see: View
Pays - opens a new screen showing the paytable and describes the scatter symbol, features and free
spins games Demo Credits - shows the amount of credits in your account Coin image with “-” and “+”
buttons beneath it - the value of a coin can be 0.01 or 0.02 Coins - displays the amount of coins bet on
each line. Clicking on the brown Coins button allows you to change the amount for any number between

1 and 10 Bet - shows your total bet per spin in credits. This is calculated by taking the coin value,
multiplying it by the number of coins and then multiplying the total by the game multiplier of 30 Bet Max -

will automatically set the maximum number of coins and spin the reels once, note the coin value will
remain the same Win - displays winning amounts Spin - will spin the reels once with your current bet



settings. Below the control panel you will also see another Bronze line with the following buttons: Options
- allows you to make adjustments to the Game Play, Sound and Coin or Credit display settings Stats -

this pop up displays the games statistics like spin results and highest wins Expert - this places additional
buttons on the control panel as described below, and then changes into Regular, if you click on Regular
the Control Panel will return to regular mode: Expert control panel settings: Spins - shows the number of

spins that have taken place, during auto spins the Spin button changes to the Stop button which will
instantly stop the reels AutoPlay - opens up further settings of the auto spins. You can choose how many
spins should be played either 5, 10, 15, 25, 100, 250 or 500 and also set the limits for when spins should

stop if the win exceeds or equals 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000 or 9,999 credits 10x - automatically spins the
reels 10 times with the current bet settings 25x - automatically spins the reels 25 times with the current

bet settings. In the top right hand corner of the screen is a clock showing the current time, a speaker Icon
to switch on/off the game sounds and a ? that opens a new tab in your browser & displays more detailed

information about the game. To the left and the right of the main screen you will see “243 Ways”, if you
click on either of these it explains what “Way Wins” are. If you would like to find out what happened to the
unearthly heroes in this story, then try out the full version of Immortal Romance for real money, if you dare

(ah, ah, ah) or view the NeonSlots.com full range of online slots that are free to play. 
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